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DOWN

1 Saturday-go-to-meeting Church (abbr)
2 Found near lo yello or ba toast
3 Bill’s will
4 A fancy French YMCA
5 Old MacDonald bought the farm; his final words
6 Organized criminals, or looked at the other way, what

they drop (but be silent)
7 See 47 ACROSS ... or did Bill return the favor?
8 A Catholic girl who vows not to start, not even much too

late, as Bily Joel alleges
9 Clone of Dolly
10 Young Bill developed his character in this kind of resort

town (Hot Springs, AR)
11 First part of Women’s History
12 TV network owned by weapons maker General Electric
13 A Germanic person, with a tonic chaser
14 arwulf says vandals tore down Drake’s Sandwich

Shop to install this [27]
18 German courts & Amnesty Int’l (respectively) found no

evidence of this in pre-NATO Kosovo & Eritrea [17,24]
21 Person too smart to buy a vowel
22 First part of a fancy formal apology
23 NATO: bass-ackwards and without a ... clue
24 Soybeans secretly given genes from this cause

unavoidable allergic reactions [7]
25 High definition for low-quality TV (abbr)
26 Safety Girl says you may be one if you do 1 ACROSS

and 34 DOWN [26]
27 See 62 DOWN for start of clue
28 How to refer to a “gay” “male” droid [3]
29 20 years ago, mysterious blonde “Johnny Cocaseed”

men made Colombia this kind of place [19]
30 Monroe, MI native in charge of genocide and ethnic

cleansing to the west (initials)
31 Has 12 times the refugees of pre-NATO Kosovo, and

3 times the refugees of post-NATO Kosovo [13]
33 Nicaraguan shelter for mothers, Casa _______ [23]
34 Safety Girl also recommends tendering this in the

morning [26]
36 arwulf sa ys Crazy Wisdom is this [27]

40 Has 17 times the refugees of pre-NATO Kosovo; US
bombed its main medicine factory for “credibility” [13]

42 Local UM antiwar student group (abbr) [17]
44 Will this “liberation” group accept occupation from

nations that consider them “terrorist”? [15]
59 Jelly brand
61 This clue is about how this word is about the same thing

as “about”, about
62 With 27 DOWN, frequency with which US leaders kill

people and break things, to no avail [13]
63 What dozens of Congresspeople did to Clinton for

violating the War Powers Act
64 Golf club (abbr)
65 Vowels remaining after you give away a promise to pay

your debts
66 This clue is like: “Like, this word is like ‘like’”
72 What the US does to most governments that murder

and terrorize their citizens, wholesale [19, e.g.]
73 Fights for right to bear Kalashnikovs and shoulder-fired

nukes, now that muskets are useless against Egyptian
charioteers, corporations making green wafers out of
people, and so on. Also provides safety instruction.

74 Though muskets still might work against this foreign
power on our very border (abbr)

75 Ask leaders what you can do for your country, and you
might not accept their honest answer

77 The stuff in 57 ACROSS drs mly in this
78 Establishment institutions treat people who see

fundamental problems as if they saw this instead
79 Aristotle’s wife, lived between Mr. T and The Divine Miss

M (down the road from Dr. J)
80 OJ’s judge
83 Try for a billion years, but even if you turn this word

upside down and add an L, sounds like no L is there
84 Ste. Marie’s Locks
85 Ride public transportation to avoid ecological

destruction, parking tickets, and this
86 All that ER training, useless (abbr)
87 I’m tired of thinking of subtle clues for regrettable

side-effects of the much cooler ACROSS words.
Write an E in the box marked 87, write an O in the box
right below that, and write a Y in the box below that one.

ACROSS

1 Safety Girl says it’s the first thing to do to one’s
sweetie in the morning [26]

6 This child was protected by Serbs from Nazi Germans
and Albanians, but didn’t grow up all bright

10 Official slogan of missile manufacturer Rockwell:
“_____ ___ ___ ___ ... we’ll make more!” [12]

14 Gun lobby president realizes muskets are useless against
conquest by this talking species

15 Old joke--Sartre: “To __ is to do”; Sinatra: “Do __ do __ do”
16 Home of 1997-98 NCAA Div I football team that could

achieve no more than a tie in the rankings (abbr)
17 Fearmongers said Red Communist Killers would invade

from Mexico, but this was the closest thing
19 What law students frequent before passing
20 Taxes won’t be, but social services will be, so that

Yugoslavia can be
21 Got when you cross a tomato and a fish (abbr) [6]
24 Artificial form of this secretly injected into cows ...

stays cruddy, even in milk [6]
26 In Star Wars, what greatness is [3]
30 Measures not “health of the economy” but what’s made

for sale (omits childrearing and other crucial “volunteer”
work); “improves” when great disasters occur (abbr)

32 A Cross for helping refugees [13]
33 A good name for genetically modified corn chips [6]
35 Drug kingpins in Nicaragua, Laos, Afghanistan ... [3]
36 Bad French
37 For under $20/month, it gives you your very own busy

signal (abbr, with the extra letter a gimme)
38 Sounds like what bounty hunters do; AGENDA too
39 It’s all consonant with Santa
41 The first shall be first and the sixth shall be last and the

last shall be in between
42 A Danger that Safety Girl teaches about (abbr) [26]
43 Arctic bird mentioned only in Scrabble and puzzles
45 Until I searched for a clue, I didn’t even know eastern

Utah had a college
46 An unfinished young woman
47 Sounds like she went down unintentionally ... or

with 7 DOWN, sounds like what Monica did to Bill
48 See 51 ACROSS for start of clue
49 Lysergic acid diethylamide, widely introduced after CIA

mind-control experiments (abbr)
50 A look back at the most famous person in Michigan, or

maybe the world
51 With 48 ACROSS, do this to a rock and you might be

called a con (even if, acting alone, it’s the opposite)
52 Star Wars princess, without me [3]
53 When to expect to exclaim, “The plane! The plane!” (abbr)
54 Their star reporter is married to the spokesperson for the

State Department
55 Home of gambling, brothels, mafia, nuclear tests, and

Wayne Newton (abbr)
56 Home of erosion on a Grand scale, rabid opposition to

MLK Day, and other deep holes (abbr)
57 How the r in Sp rhymes mly with the pl
58 Albanian abbr for Kosovar Liberation Army [15]
60 Higher ground from which our courageous military blasts

populations
66 Part of “AGENDA 2” abbrs this [1]
67 Apparently the only mother and father God cares whether

thou honoreth
68 Whether Albanian, Serb, or Roma, you’re far more

likely to be one after NATO destruction [13]
69 Do you know the way to San Jose from SF? (abbr)
70 arwulf relaxes with this plant by-product from Crazy

Wisdom [27]
71 Spanish saint
74 Ann Arbor’s best radio station [10]
76 You do this if you accept that to bomb civilian targets is

human
77 So says the oval sticker on cars from Moscow
79 Home of 1997-98 NCAA Div I Football Champions (abbr)
81 Month of The Ypsilanti Heritage Festival (abbr)
82 19th-century US imperialism, updated for 2000 [12]
88 Looks like a typical Detroit Tiger box score
89 Local “No War Against Yugoslavia” group (abbr) [17]
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